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JavaScript RegExp Example: Online Regular Expression
Tester
www.regular-expressions.info/javascriptexample.html
Example of how to use the JavaScript RegExp Object. Test your regular expressions
online in your web browser.

Regex Tester
regexpal.com
JavaScript regex tester. Highlights matches on the fly.

Online Javascript Regular Expression Tester
www.pagecolumn.com/tool/regtest.htm
Online test regular expression , return the result in different forms and generate
javascript and link to your answer

JavaScript RegExp Object - Using Regular Expressions â€¦
www.regular-expressions.info/javascript.html
Detailed description of the capabilities of the JavaScript RegExp Object, defined in the
ECMA-262 standard.

HiFi Regex Tester - Live JavaScript Regular Expression
Tester
www.gethifi.com/tools/regex
HiFi Regex Tester. This tool was created to help developers learn, test, and write regular
expressions. It is written entirely in JavaScript, HTML, and CSS to provide ...

Online regex tester and debugger: JavaScript, Python, PHP ...
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Online regex tester and debugger: JavaScript, Python, PHP ...
https://regex101.com
Online regex tester, debugger with highlighting for PHP, PCRE, Python and JavaScript.

Regex Tester and Debugger Online - Javascript, PCRE, PHP
www.regextester.com
Regular Expression Tester  with highlighting for Javascript and PCRE. Quickly test and
debug your regex.

Basic JavaScript Regular Expression Example
www.sitepoint.com/basic-javascript-regular-expression
13-5-2012 · I have jotted down a quick post on a Basic JavaScript Regular Expression
Example to give beginners out there a taste of the power of using Regex in jQuery ...

JavaScript Kit- RegExp (regular expression) object
www.javascriptkit.com/jsref/regexp.shtml
Click here for a complete JavaScript Reference, including array, string, document.
window, and more. Also included are documentation on JavaScript operators ...

Regular expressions in JavaScript | JavaScript Tutorial
javascript.info/tutorial/regular-expressions-javascript
There are characters which have special use in regexps: [ \ ^ $ . | ? * + ( ). They are
special, because they are used to enhance regexp searching abilities.

37 Tested PHP, Perl, and JavaScript Regular Expressions
www.virtuosimedia.com/.../37-tested...javascript-regular-expressions
A regular expression , also called regex or regexp for short, is simply a piece of code
that matches a pattern. Mastering regular expressions can be a difficult chore ...

Regular Expressions in JavaScript â€“ James Padolsey
james.padolsey.com/javascript/regular-expressions-in-javascript
Donâ€™t worry, there are shortcuts available in regex, and in this instance theyâ€™re
called "shorthand character classes". Instead of writing â€˜[0-9]â€™ we can just ...

Regular Expressions in JavaScript Article
www.sitepoint.com/expressions-javascript
21-11-2000 · var myRE = /JavaScript/; Similarly, hereâ€™s how to create the last
example: var myRE = /^(ba|na)+$/; By default, JavaScript regular expressions are
case ...

Regular Expressions for client-side JavaScript - VisiBone
www.visibone.com/regular-expressions
Feedback, thoughts, questions. Your name Your email address (optional, always private,
for our correspondence only) interested in VisiBone announcements (only about 3 ...

RegexPlanet - Online Regular Expression (Regex) Testing ...
www.regexplanet.com
RegexPlanet - Online Regular Expression  (Regex) Testing and Cookbook for: Go,
Haskell, Java, JavaScript, .Net, Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby, Tcl & XRegExp

Javascript Validation with Regular Expressions - Jesin's Blog
websistent.com › Web Design
Tutorial explaining JavaScript validation with regular expressions ... After reading this
article youâ€™ll be able to do advanced javascript validation using regular ...

Page 8 - Regular expressions in JavaScript
www.devarticles.com/c/a/JavaScript/Regular-expressions-in-JavaScript/7
Regular expressions in JavaScript - The replace() method (Page 8 of 9 ) As you might
suppose, replace() method replaces matches to a given regular expression  with ...

Page 7 - Regular expressions in JavaScript
www.devarticles.com/c/a/JavaScript/Regular-expressions-in-JavaScript/6
Regular expressions in JavaScript - The match() method (Page 7 of 9 ) The match()
method takes a regular expression  as a parameter and returns an array of all the ...

Regular expressions methods | JavaScript Tutorial
javascript.info/tutorial/regular-expressions-methods
Pattern Inserts $$ Inserts a â€œ$â€. $& Inserts the matched substring. $``</td>
<td>Inserts the portion of the string that precedes the matched substring.</td> </tr ...

Regular Expression Tester - RegexBuddy: Learn, Create ...
www.regexbuddy.com/test.html
Powerful regular expression tester . Not only shows what your regex matches, but also
how and why. Makes creating regexes much easier.

regex - JavaScript Regular Expression Email Validation ...
stackoverflow.com/questions/940577
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stackoverflow.com/questions/940577
For the love of God I am not getting this easy code to work! It is always alerting out "null"
which means that the string does not match the expression. var pattern =

Validate Email Addresses with a JavaScript Regular
Expression
www.devx.com › â€¦ › User Interface Design › Web UI
Did you know you can use a JavaScript Regular Expressions method to check email
addresses? It is simple and efficient.

WhatsMyIP.org | Regular Expression Tester
www.whatsmyip.org/regular-expression-tester
Regular Expression Tester  lets you instantly test a regular expression  on a block of
text. Also a handy PCRE cheat sheet.

Regular Expressions methods and usage - JavaScript Kit ...
www.javascriptkit.com/javatutors/redev3.shtml
Regular Expressions methods and usage. Now, knowing how a RegExp is written is
only half the game. To gain anything from them you have to know how to use them too.

Regular expression tool - regex.larsolavtorvik.com
regex.larsolavtorvik.com
Online regex tester that supports PCRE, POSIX and Javascript flavors. Features
multiple modes, replacement, highlighting on the fly.

RegExLib.com - The first Regular Expression Library on the ...
regexlib.com/RETester.aspx
Regular Expression  Library provides a searchable database of regular expressions.
Users can add, edit, rate, and test regular expressions.

Date Parsing using JavaScript and Regular Expressions
www.htmlgoodies.com/html5/javascript/date-parsing-using-javascript...
The culprit is the hyphens. JS will accept the same formats with forward slashes (/).
Here's a detailed breakdown of cross-browser JavaScript Date parsing behavior.

Tech Stuff - Regular Expressions - A Gentle User Guide and ...
www.zytrax.com/tech/web/regex.htm
literal: A literal is any character we use in a search or matching expression, for example,
to find ind in windows the ind is a literal string - each character plays ...
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